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WE ARE EXCITED ABOUT... 

 

Bringing this triple TONY award-winning musical to 

our stage. The captivating story and gripping music that are  

woven together perfectly stole our hearts and we are thrilled to be 
able to share it with you. 

 Lisa Kron (playwright of In the Wake) and Jeanine Tesori 
(composer of Violet) made history as the first female writing team 
to take home the Tony Awards for Best Book of a  Musical, Best 
Original Score, and Best Musical for Fun Home in 2015. This    
musical was also a finalist for a Pulitzer Prize. Its premiere, at the 
Public Theater in 2013, was greeted rapturously by critics—Ben 
Brantley in The New York Times called the show a “beautiful 
heartbreaker”—and it swept the Off Broadway awards season. 
 Fun Home, which explores a subject that is not typical    
musical theatre fare, is based on a graphic novel of the same 
name by Alison Bechdel. It examines her experiences growing up 

in an emotionally guarded household. While it is still all too rare to have a lesbian protagonist 
share her story of coming out to mainstream audiences, this show also 
encompasses the coming out story of two different generations. We are 
happy to celebrate this rich and complex story that chronicles Alison’s life 
through three different decades. Just wait until you see all 3 Alison’s on 
stage together. It is a moment of beauty. 
 Bechdel initially came to public attention as the author of “Dykes to 
Watch Out For,” a comic strip widely published in gay newspapers. Now, 
with the popularity of graphic novels, the ubiquity of gender and sexuality 
studies programs, and her MacArthur genius grant, Bechdel is much in 
demand as a public speaker and has an at-large professorship at the   
University of  Vermont where she periodically speaks to classes about her 
book and her life. (“All the things I did for fun in college, like coming out 
and drawing cartoons, are now official things you can major in,” she said.) 
Since 2006. this graphic novel memoir has sold over a  quarter-million copies, is assigned on 
dozens of college campuses, and has morphed into an award-winning musical. 
 As we do with each of our plays, we have worked for almost a year to compile the    
talented cast, designers, and creative team—helmed by our Artistic Director Sam           
Woodhouse—that will bring Alison’s world to life on our stage. We now collectively ask with 
Bechdel: “What would happen if we spoke the truth?”  

The mission of San Diego Repertory Theatre is to  
produce intimate, exotic, provocative theatre. We  
promote a more inclusive community through vivid works 
that nourish progressive political and social values and 
celebrate themultiple voices of our region. San Diego 
Repertory Theatre feeds the curious soul. 

http://www.pulitzer.org/citation/2014-Drama
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/p/public_theater/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://nyti.ms/18jx0vW
http://www.uvm.edu/&
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjxn8rPqLTWAhUW1mMKHYxNAgcQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FFun-Home-Tragicomic-Alison-Bechdel%2Fdp%2F0618871713&psig=AFQjCNFLa-9h9MHxwX-qioodv3JTCslPMg&u
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwilh7firrTWAhVI6WMKHYFCDNEQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fgeeksout.org%2Fblogs%2Fpatrick%2Fdykes-watch-out-creator-alison-bechdel-part-out-100-2012&psig=AFQjCNH_dw0gMVNf
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INTERESTING TIDBITS 

 

Dykes to Watch Out For was a comic 
strip by Alison Bechdel. The strip, which 
ran from 1983 to 2008, was one of the 
earliest ongoing representations of     
lesbians in popular culture and has been 
called "as important to new generations 
of lesbians as landmark novels like Rita 
Mae Brown's Rubyfruit Jungle (1973) 
and Lisa Alther's Kinflicks (1976) were to 
an earlier one". According to Bechdel, 
her strip was "half op-ed column and half 
endless, serialized Victorian novel". 

 

In 1963, Jessica Mitford 
published The  

American Way of 
Death, a book that    
exposed a lot of illicit 
practices, such as    
misleading families on 
prices or insisting that 
things like embalming 

were required by law, even if the person was 
being cremated. In 1984, the FTC passed a 
series of laws     collectively called Funeral 
Rule that heavily regulated the industry mak-
ing policies more transparent. 

Common Funeral Myths 

 You must hire a funeral home 
for every death. 

       In 42 states you can care for the     
       body privately, as a family. 
 
2. Embalming protects the public             

health.  
In fact, the embalming process 
may create a health hazard by 
exposing embalmers to disease 
and toxic chemicals. 

 
3. Cremation reduces the body to   
      ashes. 

What remains after the cremation 
process are bone fragments 

 
4. It is a good idea to prepay a      
      funeral, to lock in prices. 

Prepaid funeral money is not well-
protected against embezzlement 
in most states. Furthermore, if you 
were to move, die while traveling, 
or simply change your mind—from 
body burial to cremation, per-
haps—you may not get all your 
money back or transferred to a 
new funeral home. 

The Bechdel Test: noun - named after Alison 
Bechdel, is a way of evaluating whether or not a film 
(or other work of fiction) portrays women in a way 
that is sexist or characterized by gender stereotyp-
ing. To pass the Bechdel test a work must  
feature at least two named female characters, who 
talk to each other about something other than a man. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rita_Mae_Brown
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rita_Mae_Brown
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubyfruit_Jungle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisa_Alther
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinflicks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Op-ed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victorian_novel
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj9pPuKsrTWAhXIzFQKHY_lBQ8QjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sevendaysvt.com%2Fvermont%2Fnew-dykes-to-watch-out-for-tackles-the-ides-of-trump%2FContent%3Foid%3D4598939&
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.funeral-caskets.com%2Fimages%2Finfo-pics%2FFuneral-Caskets.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.funeral-caskets.com%2F&docid=GMiJ6-M0x0e0UM&tbnid=3eF1Vi1Q6KhsTM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjl1s2KubTWAhWpslQKHRzHA7AQMwjd
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwir7p_vvbTWAhVnl1QKHXy2D6MQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.shemazing.net%2Freality-star-shares-controversial-photo-at-funeral%2F&psig=AFQjCNEM9BF3DrzVoDb7BkrMuBZ3Ingf3w
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjttcP9vrTWAhUV_mMKHaWEC4cQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fmensrightssydney.com%2F2014%2F09%2F29%2Fi-didnt-fail-the-bechdel-test-but-i-cheated-you-kind-of-have-to%2F&psig
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INTERESTING TIDBITS 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Broadway cast of Fun Home paid a visit 
to Beach Creek, where the Bechdel funeral 
home had become a daycare center and the 
Bechdel home a bed-and-breakfast.  

Beach Creek, 

Pennsylvania 

 

It took Bechdel two decades after her father’s 
death—years of repressed emotions, therapy 
and searching for a way to tell the story—
before she felt ready to write Fun Home. That 
experience, she says, helped her empathize 
more with her parents  Plus, sharing his story 
with the world was her way of grieving/closure. 

 

During the  
illustrating process, 
Bechdel used  
family photographs 
and Google Image 
searches to  
research how  
people dressed  
during past eras 
and to envision  
settings she could 
not remember in 

detail. She also posed for self-portraits,  
mimicking the positions that various characters 
in her scenes were supposed to be in, and 
based her sketches on those photographs.  

Comic books have long been written off by academics as 
junk literature best left to convention fanatics and Holly-
wood directors, but some colleges have found that there is 
real value between the colorful pages of comic books and 
graphic novels. Graphic books offer a valuable lesson in 
story creation, literature studies, and even make for great 
tools in better understanding subject matter.   

http://www.onlineuniversities.com/
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1: Memoir to Musical:  

 A Five Year Journey  

 by Robin Pogrebin, The New York Times, Nov 2013 
 

Oskar Eustis, the artistic director of the Public Theater, has presented his share of 
complicated new musicals. But Fun Home, he said, was in a class by itself. “They went 
through more iterations and drafts than I think I’ve ever seen a musical go through,” he said, 
still basking in the acclaim showered on the show, which opened Oct. 22, 2013 and had been 
extended three times, “At the heart of that was how willing Lisa and Jeanine were to keep   
trying till they got it right.” 

Lisa Kron, book and lyrics writer, and Jeanine Tesori, composer, certainly set them-
selves a daunting task bringing Alison Bechdel’s 2006 graphic memoir onto the stage. Not 
only did they have to figure out how to turn cartoons with captions into a fully-realized piece of 
theater, they also had to deal with thorny subject matters in song — like a lesbian’s sexual 
awakening and her gay father’s suicide. 

“It was nothing but problems,” Kron 
said in an interview at the Public 
with Tesori, who added, “Just start-
ing to talk about it reminds me of 
being overwhelmed.” Although 
Tesori was experienced, (she 
wrote Shrek the Musical and Caro-
line, or Change), Kron had never 
written a musical before. And Sam 
Gold, the director, hadn’t overseen 
a fully staged musical since his 
graduate days at Juilliard. 

 Fun Home had a relatively 
long five-year gestation period and 
the creators said they used every 
minute of it — making major 
changes right up until they were 

contractually obligated to stop. The process took the writers from the Ojai Playwrights       
Conference in California to the Sundance Institute’s Theater Lab in Florida and included three 
versions at the Public: a reading in 2011, a scaled down fall 2012 performance in its lab    
program, followed by a workshop in May. 

“It was clear they were creating something that was finding its own form,” said Mike 
Isaacson, a commercial producer who—with his colleague Kristin Caskey and Barbara     
Whitman—helped finance Fun Home after seeing the reading. Enhancement money for non-
profit productions has become commonplace; the producers wouldn’t say how much they had 
invested. 

For the creators, the main challenge was finding a way to extract a cohesive,         
comprehensible narrative from Bechdel’s expansive, impressionistic memoir, which reflects 
on her coming out and the suicide of her father, a funeral director, who stepped in front of a 
truck soon after she disclosed her sexuality to the family. 
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 Initially, the show was organized around Ms. Bechdel’s drawing—the book’s illustra-
tions were displayed throughout the show and her studio was faithfully recreated onstage. 

Then the creators determined that this didn’t 
work. “We needed to find a theatrical analogy to 
the way Alison was telling her story,” Mr. Gold 
said. “And if we were using her drawings, we 
weren’t telling her story through theater. There 
was a level of remove—we were telling the story 
about her making the book—whereas the show 
is our version of the book.” 
 In the show, a 43-year-old Alison recalls 
events in her narration to the audience, even as 
younger Alisons—ages 19 and 8, played by   
different actors—portray those experiences.  

 In figuring out the narrative flow, the   
writers used visual aids, like pinning index 
cards, maps and charts to the wall. “We were 
the Staples poster children,” Tesori said,        

referring to the office supply store.  

“The structure was really hard to get to go back and forth in time all the time,” added 
Judy Kuhn, who had played Helen, Alison’s mother, since the reading. “It has an emotional 
chronology that’s different from the time chronology.” The creators also did their research, 
consulting Stephen Sondheim’s two volumes on writing music and lyrics; the librettos for A 
Chorus Line and The Who’s Tommy; and plays in which actors directly address the audience, 
like Our Town and The Glass Menagerie.       

Although the musical has an undercurrent of sadness, the writers believed that        
moments of levity and relief—like a show-stopping song in which the kids play in the funeral 
home coffins—were crucial. “Party is right next to pain,” Tesori said. “It allows you to feel 
something in a deeper way because you can go up and then down.” 

A major conundrum was how to portray 
Alison’s father, Bruce, who was close to his 
daughter but could also be cold and remote. 
“He’s so volatile and can easily fall into a scary 
place where you don’t like him,” said Philip    
Himberg, the artistic director of the Sundance 
theater program. “They had to find the vulnerabil-
ity of that man inside the anger and volatility.” 

In one of many enthusiastic reviews the 
show received, Ben Brantley of The New York 
Times praised Tesori’s musical handling of “the 
divided self of Bruce, with melodies that change 
moods—from crisp, fatherly propriety to growling, 
guttural lust—subtly and disturbingly.” Even after 
the Public committed to a full production, the   
creative team’s work continued. Revisions came every day during previews, which meant the 
actors had to perform new material every night. Gold said he and the writers made “large   
adjustments” until they had to freeze the show and call it finished, “trying to get it right all the 
way to the end.” 
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2: Taking the Stage: Representation    

     of Queer Females in Theatre 

While theatre is often considered to be a safe space for the LGBT community, the rep-
resentation of that community onstage has been on a very slow incline in the past fifty years. 
There have been several Broadway 
hits with gay men as the central     
characters, including Angels in      
America, La Cage aux Folles and The 
Normal Heart. However representation 
of queer women in theatre is harder to 
find. Oftentimes lesbian or bisexual 
women are secondary characters, like 
Maureen and Joanne in Rent, and 
Charlotte and Cordelia in Falsettos. 
The first Broadway play to have a lead 
lesbian character was Édouard 
Bourdet’s The Captive, which premi-
ered at the Empire Theatre in 1926. 
This play told the story of a woman 
named Irene, who was in love with Madame d’Aiguines, and how she lived in a society that 
was unaccepting of her   lifestyle. After 160 performances the production was shut down    
because it dealt with lesbianism. The actors were arrested right before taking the stage for a 
performance. 

The lack of representation of queer female characters is partly due to the lack of          
produced queer female playwrights. Lisa Kron, Fun Home’s book writer, has been writing 
plays since the mid 80s. Her work is oftentimes biographical, focusing on her  relationships 
with her parents, as well as her life as a lesbian performing artist.  Paula Vogel’s play          

Indecent focuses on the             
controversy of the 1923 production 
of God of Vengeance (which had 
the first  documented lesbian stage 
kiss) and has won several awards. 
Tanya Barfield has had success 
with her off-Broadway production of 
Bright Half Life, which chronicles 
the story of two  lesbians and their 
struggles with coupledom.  

 So while Fun Home is not 
the first play to have a lesbian main 
character, it has increased the     
visibility of queer women in theatre 
and has opened the door for more 
queer stories to be told. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjEmdOx6cfcAhUollQKHYYHDx4QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.popmatters.com%2Fedouard-bourdets-lesbian-play-the-captive-was-certainly-captive-of-its-time-249549033
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiWtvvP6sfcAhVMHzQIHbRsDZQQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jenniferbareilles.space%2Fresume%2F&psig=AOvVaw1amp2f1hK70CkTMFc0IkAs&ust=1533074730263076
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3: Gay Narratives in Graphic   

    Form excerpts from American Prospect article by Emily Douglas, Jan 2009 

 

The long-running comic strip Dykes to Watch 
Out For, inhabits a political world beguilingly, and 
disturbingly, like our own. Cartoonist Alison 
Bechdel's characters may be fictional, but two     
decades of recognizable American history are 
threaded through the panels, providing a sardonic 
backdrop to, and engine for, a fully-realized         
constellation of friendships, courtships, and never-
ending breakups among a collection of lesbians and 
their friends. 

Bechdel started drawing cartoons of lesbians 
in 1982; her first recurring characters, repressed, 
earnest Mo and her best friend, irreverent thrill-seeker Lois, appeared in 1987. Mo and Lois 
were soon joined by law student Clarice (Mo's first lover), Lois's housemates Ginger and 
Sparrow, Clarice's partner Toni, and an ever-expanding circle of friends, flings and exes. Put 
on "indefinite hiatus" by its creator this past May, the strip ran for two decades in gay and al-
ternative papers around the country. The    Essential includes about three-quarters of the 
DTWOF collection, giving the characters plenty of time to turn all things seemingly innocuous
–lawn signs, Prozac, commitment ceremonies-- into the politically problematic. They analyze; 
they perseverate; for almost 400 pages, they can't stop talking. 

Bechdel's characters debate politics of all kinds, but they have the most to say to each 
other about the tactics and strategies of the gay rights movement. As they watch the gay 
movement gain prominence, the strip's characters wrestle with ironies inherent in a world of 
Log Cabin Republicans and gay National Review editors and of a movement turning into a 
niche market. For example, Mo observes of gay neocons: "A bunch of white gay men trying to 
convince the homophobes to like them because they're just normal, sexist, racist, God-
fearing, profit-driven boys next door!" 

In Bechdel's world, the personal is political, but the political, too, gets personal. In 
1990, Clarice and Toni became the first couple in the strip to have a commitment ceremony. 
Three years later, their son, Raffi, is born. When Vermont becomes the first state in the   
country to legally recognize same-sex relationships, they head north for a civil union, next, a 
civilly-disobedient marriage, and then, finally, a divorce. For each step along the way, the 
whole gang feels obligated to weigh in. To Mo, their commitment ceremony is assimilation: "I 
think they're clinging to an obsolete hetero-patriarchal construct. Marriage is about ownership 
and dowries and stuff! I mean, gross!" 

Mo's political commitments are tested years later, when the mayor starts performing 
gay and lesbian marriages. Clarice and Toni joyfully head to City Hall--all discussions about 
whether they should open up their relationship temporarily on hold--but when Mo's longtime 
girlfriend proposes to her on the steps of City Hall, Mo balks. "Sydney, I'm not gonna marry 
you! I don't believe in it! ... I won't be complicit with the enshrinement of coupledom as a    
privileged status." But when juxtaposed against a protestor telling a newscaster "I don't       
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believe in gay marriage," Mo's ideological stance against marriage as an institution 
rings hollow. 

Unprecedented mainstream acclaim greeted Bechdel's 2006 graphic memoir, Fun 
Home, but this collection represents the first hardcover, major press publication of Dykes to 
Watch Out For. The strip's version of history "bends toward justice," (Bechdel borrows      
appreciatively from Martin Luther King), but also towards disenchantment. Mo describes the 
scene at the '87 March on Washington, in which 500,000 queer people gathered to make 
public their demand for lesbian and gay equal rights: "God, it was incredible, Jez! Half-a-
million of us! We turned that creepy, imperialist capital into a whole different world! For one 
weekend, we had a glimpse of real freedom." 

Six years later, Mo's 
home from her second 
Washington march,        
disenchanted with what she 
sees as the increased  
commercialization of her 
ever-burgeoning           
community. Mo doesn't 
even go to the third march 
on Washington--hardly any 
of the characters do--but 
when she makes fun of 
"feeling so empowered" by 
the "gay-friendly vendor 
booths," Madwimmin intern 
Sophie wants none of it. 
"Mo, I'm sorry the good old 
days are gone, when every-
one sat around processing 
for years before anyone put 
up a flyer," she responds. 
"But don't try and ruin this for me!" 

There's a blessedly escapist reassurance to the early years of the strip--it conjures a 
world in which it's a viable and desirable career option to work alongside your best friend in 
a feminist bookstore for 15 years, an age in which you might have bounced easily from 
brunch at the dyke-owned restaurant to an Adrienne Rich reading to a local Lesbian 
Avengers meeting. Bechdel recently acknowledged as much, saying she created in the strip 
the community she never quite felt she had. In the first ten years, the characters really seem 
to believe in change, in revolution, in how important everything is. But twenty years on, the 
dykes' world is nearly unrecognizable to them. When Jezanna announces that the venerable 
Madwimmin Books, sales gutted by "Bounders Books" and "Bunns & Noodle," is closing, Mo 
responds, "I thought we were gonna make the world safe for feminism." "We did," says Jez-
anna. "To be packaged and sold by global media conglomerates." 

Bechdel and her characters know that this isn't the full answer. In the end, so much 
more than global media conglomerates happened to lesbians, feminists and the gay rights 
movement. What Bechdel and her characters can't fully seem to reckon with is the         
magnitude of the change they have wrought. They are bewildered by, and tentative in, the 
world they themselves are partly responsible for creating. 
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3: Why the Bechdel Test  

                           Is Still  Relevant 

Twenty-nine years ago, American cartoonist Alison Bechdel immortalized her friend Liz 
Wallace's very simple and compelling rule for picking films, using her comic strip Dykes to 
Watch Out For. In recent years, this idea has exploded, and the simple guidelines are often at 
the center of much modern feminist cinema discourse. Note: In several interviews Bechdel 
shares that she does not want to take full 
credit for this “test.” She hopes that it will be 
renamed the Bechdel-Wallace Test, giving 
credit to her friend who came up with the 
guidelines. 

In the original strip titled “The Rule,” a 
couple discusses whether they want to go to 
a movie and get some popcorn. One isn't 
sure, because she has a rule: "I only go to a 
movie if it satisfies three basic require-
ments," she explains. "One, it has to have at 
least two women in it, who, two, talk to each 
other about, three, something besides a 
man." When her girlfriend says those criteria 
are good, but pretty strict, she responds, "No kidding. Last movie I was able to see was Alien. 
The two women in it talk to each other about the monster." Having walked past three uber-
masculine posters for movies about mercenaries, barbarians, and vigilantes, the two women 
give up on the idea of a film altogether, and go home to make popcorn. 

The sentiment wasn't new; as Bechdel later explained, it came from Virginia Woolf's A 
Room of One's Own. In the novel, Woolf's narrator responds to a surprising book she is   
reading. “‘Chloe liked Olivia,' I read. And then it struck me how immense a change was there. 
Chloe liked Olivia perhaps for the first time in literature. ‘When it comes to female literary 
characters, so much has been left out, unattempted,’” Woolf's narrator thinks. She struggles 
to think of texts that show women as friends, and marvels at texts that show women having 
"interests besides the perennial interests of domesticity." Sixty years later, those observations 
remained accurate, and almost 30 years after Bechdel's strip, they still are. 

As its fame has grown, the Bechdel-Wallace Test has warped from its original purpose 
— a test that shows how rare genuine female interaction is on-screen—and reinterpreted as a 
means to reduce cinema. Today, merely mentioning it will lead people to complain about its 
flaws as a feminist cinematic gauge, because great films can fail and good films can pass. 

There are countless complaints: "The test ends up telling us that the content of a film is 
more important than its form," argues one writer. It's "not without major flaws," and it's "next-to
-useless, but also damaging to the way we think about film." The test is "too easy to satisfy in 
a superficial way." It's "a fairly crude metric" that is "hopelessly out of date and no longer the 
standard by which films with even the slightest feminist lean should be judged." It "sets the 
bar too low." "The test doesn't work." 
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For some, that paucity is merely an over-
sight. Screenwriter John August said he was 
"struck by how rarely the female characters     
actually do talk to each other" when he applied 
the test to his own work (Big Fish, Charlie and 
the Chocolate Factory, Titan A.E.). For others, 
it's a willful, systemic problem. The Hathor     
Legacy creator Jennifer Kesler revealed in 2008 
that her film professors told her it was not okay to 
have multiple named women in her scripts. After 
many requests for clarifications as to why, an  
industry pro told her: "The audience doesn't want 
to listen to a bunch of women talking about whatever it is women talk about." 

The one-page comic that popularized “The Rule” boils down to one simple story: A 
woman was tired of seeing female interests narrowed to just men/romance and chose to go 
without movies instead of perpetuating the problem. She wasn't saying films are only good 
when women have diverse conversations, and she certainly wasn't saying that passing her 
criteria automatically meant a film was good. 

In fact, Bechdel's original artwork suggests the opposite; her characters clearly        
recognize the limitations of her Rule. The Rule-maker never says any conversation is enough, 
and she doesn't claim her criteria as a measure of a film's feminist elements. Initially, 
Bechdel's Rule-maker is smiling, with her brows arched and her shoulders raised as she    
recalls seeing two women talking about the monster in Alien. 

The Rule is not a measure of "gender bias" in regards to a specific film, and to apply 
such thinking is absurd. It doesn't address plot, cast, or intent. Gravity director Alfonso     
Cuaron fought to retain his female lead when others wanted to make Dr. Ryan Stone a man; 
it fails The Rule not because of bias, but because there are only two characters. My Dinner 
with Andre fails because it is a conversation between two men, written by those men. Many 
great films fail for reasons that have nothing to do with bias. A film that fails can be fine — but 
a relentless onslaught of failures with few films that pass is not. 

 “The Rule” resonates because it 
touches on something so profoundly 
simple and lacking. It works because 
it's a genuine challenge even to find 
films that barely pass the test—and 
Ninja Warrior-difficult to find a good 
deal of quality cinema that passes with 
flying colors. It works because if you flip 
it to apply to men, it's difficult to find 
films that don't pass the test. 

 The problem isn't with The Rule 
as Bechdel immortalized it. It's with the 
cult of fandom—with those so struck by 
the applicable simplicity of the test that 
it has been built up to be something it's 
not and was never intended to be. The 

Rule works because it shows Hollywood's overall allergy to showing women having diverse 
conversations, and the audience that Hollywood loses as a result. 
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5: Father-Daughter Relationship 

Conversations about the importance of fathers usually revolve around sons: how boys 
benefit from having a positive male role model, a consistent disciplinarian, and a high-energy 
roughhousing partner on their way to pursuing career and family success in adulthood. But as 
recent research shows, fathers also affect the lives of their young adult daughters in intriguing 

and occasionally surprising ways. 

 In exploring this area, uppermost 
on the minds of many is a young        
woman’s academic and vocational  
path—how her relationship with her father 
influences her academic performance 
and, as a consequence, her career     
success and financial well-being. As you 
might guess, daughters whose fathers 
have been actively engaged throughout 
childhood in promoting their academic or 
athletic achievements and encouraging 
their self-reliance and assertiveness are 
more likely to graduate from college and 
to enter the higher paying, more demand-
ing jobs traditionally held by males. This 
helps explain why girls who have no 

brothers are overly represented among the world’s political leaders: they tend to receive more 
encouragement from their fathers to be high achievers. Even college and professional female 
athletes often credit their fathers for helping them to become tenacious, self-disciplined,     
ambitious, and successful. 

Interestingly, too, when female college students were asked what they would do if their 
fathers disapproved of their career plans, the overwhelming majority said they would not 
change their plans. But the daughters who communicated the most comfortably and had the 
closest relationships with their fathers were more willing to reconsider their plans if their      
fathers disapproved. 

Today’s fathers also seem to be having a greater 
impact on their daughters’ academic and career choices 
than fathers in previous generations. For example,    
women who were born in the 1970s are three times more 
likely than those born at the beginning of the twentieth 
century to work in the same field as their fathers—a find-
ing that researchers have attributed not just to society’s 
changing gender roles but also to daughters receiving 
more mentoring from their fathers. 

Another question on many people’s minds is: how 
does a father influence his daughter’s romantic life—who 
she dates, when she starts having sex, and the quality of 
her relationships with men? Not surprisingly, a girl who has a secure, supportive,              
communicative relationship with her father is less likely to get pregnant as a teenager and  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjG4v3r4MfcAhWKCnwKHesXD9EQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.careleader.org%2Fchurch-help-fathers-connect-daughters%2F&psig=AOvVaw09j7wbRuG_fSJVCsw6OoHA&ust=153307
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less likely to become sexually active in her early teens. This, in turn, leads to waiting 
longer to get married and to have children—largely because she is focused on achieving her 
educational goals first. 

The well-fathered daughter is also the 
most likely to have relationships with men that 
are emotionally intimate and fulfilling. During 
the college years, these daughters are more 
likely than poorly-fathered women to turn to 
their boyfriends for emotional comfort and   
support and they are less likely to be “talked 
into” having sex. As a consequence of having 
made wiser decisions in regard to sex and    
dating, these daughters generally have more 
satisfying, more long-lasting marriages. What is 
surprising is not that fathers have such an    
impact on their daughters’ relationships with 
men, but that they generally have more impact than mothers do. 

Their better relationships with men may also be related to the fact that well-fathered 
daughters are less likely to become clinically depressed or to develop eating disorders. They 
are also less dissatisfied with their appearance and their body weight. As a consequence of 
having better emotional and mental health, these young women are more apt to have the 
kinds of skills and attitudes that lead to more fulfilling relationships with men. 

An emerging body of research suggests one more way that dads may shape their 
daughters’ mental health and relationships in adulthood: scholars have found an intriguing 
link between the way daughters deal with stress as adults and the kind of relationships they 
had with their dads during childhood. For example, undergraduate women who did not have 
good relationships with their fathers had lower than normal cortisol levels. And people with 
low cortisol levels tend to be overly sensitive and overly reactive when confronted with stress. 
Indeed, the low cortisol daughters were more likely than the higher cortisol daughters (who 
had the better relationships with their dads) to describe their relationships with men in    
stressful terms of rejection, unpredictability or coercion. 

Given the benefits a woman gains from communicating well with her father and feeling 
close to him, their relationship and communication matter a great deal. Yet both sons and 
daughters generally say they feel closer to their mothers and find it easier to talk to her,      
especially about anything personal. This is probably due to the widely held belief that        
children—but daughters especially—are “supposed” to talk more about personal issues with 
their mothers than with their fathers. 

In sum, fathers have a far-reaching influence on their daughters’ lives—both negative 
and positive. Many still seem to believe that daughters should spend the most time and share 
the most personal information with their mothers, but women miss out if they neglect the bond 
they have with their fathers. And while fathers may find it easier to relate to and connect with 
their sons, they should make the effort to build a close relationship with their daughters, too. 
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6: Growing Up in the Family  

     Funeral Home Oct 2014 article in The Guardian by Kate Mayfield 

“So I grew up exposed to death in a way that was kind of unusual. Most of us don’t see 
dead bodies until we’re much older...but I grew up around them, they were just a fact of life. 
Yet when my own father died, and we had his funeral in our own funeral home, I found that all 
that early exposure hadn’t really helped me at all to understand death, or be able to process 
it. My father’s death was possibly more surreal and paralyzing and unbelievable than if I    
hadn’t grown up around corpses and caskets and cemeteries.” - Alison Bechdel 

Much like Bechdel, there are accounts of many others who spent their childhoods     
living in a funeral home. One such woman is Kate Mayfield. Her father was an undertaker 
whose workshop was at their home. Her first accounts of life were about its end as she recalls 
her childhood: 

“It’s one thing to choose to 
be in the death business and quite 
another to be born into it. My first 
introduction to all things funereal 
began when my parents carried 
me from the hospital straight to the 
funeral home. My playground, 
carefully curated by my undertaker 
father, consisted of rooms full of 
gleaming coffins, the neon glare of 
brightly colored embalming fluid 
bottles, and the bodies, always the 
bodies. 

“We lived in a small town in 
southern Kentucky on the        
Tennessee border. On Main Street, the old, sprawling house was large enough to host the 
business of death on the ground floor, while our family lived quietly, as silent as the grave, on 
the floor above. The staircase led straight up to our living quarters and offered no door of 
comfort, no solid thing to shut us away from the funerals and visitations that occurred below. 

“I can still remember the feel of the banister in my hands where, from my vantage point 
at the top of the stairs, I spied on the people below who spoke in low mourners’ mumbles. My 
father didn’t try to hide death from me. My earliest memories of life were all about its end. He 
was responsible for creating strong images that I’m able to conjure in an instant, like the way 
he used to stand in front of a coffin with his mortician’s makeup kit. I stood by him transfixed 
and awed that he possessed the knowledge and the talent to paint the finishing touches on 
the corpse’s lips. Even now, when I cross my own lips with my favorite shade of red, an image 
of his fine-bristle paint brush flashes through me. 

“Although the door to the embalming room always remained closed, my father often 
asked me to visit him there after the deed had been completed. The embalming table seemed 
massive to me at the time. It overwhelmed the room and when I opened the door my heart 
thumped each time I entered. 
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“The crude black iron headrest sat heavily atop the cold-looking slab of white porcelain. 
On it lay one of our townspeople, covered in a white sheet. My father wore no crisp white   
cotton coat, nor protective glasses. He was quite the dandy and stood with his expensive silk 
tie neatly tucked into his trousers, his perfectly pressed shirtsleeves rolled up and his hands 
free of gloves. This was a time before the heightened concern about diseases. He simply    
removed his suit jacket and began the embalming process. 

“When I was older, he invited me to watch the procedure, but I declined. I never        
developed a completely matter-of-fact attitude to death or its business. I had no confidence 
that I could witness the dentist’s wife being pumped full of chemicals without a degree of    
discomfort and, perhaps, nightmares. 

“There is another important aspect to being a small southern town mortician. My father 
felt that there was a great deal more to his work than the preparation of a dead body for 

viewing. An undertaker’s business is  
nothing if not about people: yes, the dead; 
but, most especially, the living. 

 “A charismatic man who leaned  
towards slight theatricality in his funeral 
directing, he insisted that the stage be set 
perfectly by adhering exactly to the       
deceased’s family’s every wish. I learned 
that he achieved those wishes by perfect-
ing the art of listening. When he sat with a 
family to make arrangements he heard 
what was said ... and what was not.    
Emotions are heightened; grief is working 
its way into the scene. How might he 
soothe the silent tension between the   

deceased’s wife and daughter? He listened for what was missing. I recognize that same trait 
in myself. Silence reveals a great deal. I note what people do, more than what they say. He 
strove to find common ground, some sort of temporary agreement between family members to 
help to see them through the first awful hours. Often the argument about the color of the    
casket, or in which dress their mother should be buried was not the real reason for the      
bickering between adult siblings. The undertaker was required to coax a decision from them 
about the present, the casket–despite their decades old feuds. 

“Growing up in my father’s funeral home was like living in a world split between two 
halves. Because when the mourners were gone and the dead were buried there would be a 
brief pause in our house. Life throbbed with a different sort of hospitality. My father hosted the 
men about town who often stopped by when he wasn’t busy. Nothing fancy–a bottomless pot 
of coffee, soft drinks, snacks from an old-fashioned snack machine filled with peanuts and 
candy–all were on offer to the local men who came by to shoot the breeze, play checkers or 
afternoon-long poker games. 

“I learned that he didn’t like to lose and, on occasion, his temper flared when the poker 
pot was piled high with nickels and dimes and he lost. The farmer, the church employee, the 
insurance salesman–they were accustomed to these outbursts and glanced at each other with 
smiles in their eyes, waiting for him to return to calm, which reappeared quickly after his    
wincing defeat. Then the telephone would ring and it all began again. Someone had died. 
Time to be quiet.” 
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7: The Bechdel Funeral Home 

 
Bruce Bechdel had spent 
most of his children’s 
formative years lost in 
the project of restoring a 
house. His interest in the 
material surfaces of    
domestic life is the leit-
motif through which his 
daughter tells her story. 
Alison Bechdel finds 
much room for metaphor 
in his aesthetic retreat, 
and her book is as much 
a comment on the       

architecture and ornament of emotional obfuscation as it is an account of remarkable events 
in her early life. 

The chrysanthemum-print wallpaper, custom made from a William Morris pattern and 
selected by a design historian who guided her father’s restoration, still hangs in the living 
room. The foyer remains the baroque red of a place where sex is an entrepreneurial pursuit. 
The floral wallpaper in the master bathroom remains the same, as does the enormous glass-
fronted cabinet in the library. 

“A number of people have pointed out to me that the compulsive attention I paid the 
house while I was doing the book was exactly what my dad had done,” Alison said. “It seems 
sort of obvious now, but it really never occurred to me at the time.” 

The offending accouterments are still in place: 
wallpaper imprinted with floral buds and a 
heavy chandelier that looks as if it were made 
of skulls. The combination seems a reminder 
of just how powerfully Victorian décor         
embraced the nascent and the sepulchral, life 
and the negation of it, much as the era’s     
mores were charged with the tension between 
vagrant urges and the enforced repression of 
them.  

 If Bruce aimed to keep the truth of his 
life hidden, one could argue that he also put it 
flamboyantly on display. 

 Alison shared, “I didn’t manage to fit 
this into my book, but another piece of         
evidence in support of the theory that my dad 

killed himself was the fact that he’d pretty much completed restoring the house at the time he 
died. As if, perhaps, now that he was finished with this project, he was finished, period.” 
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8: Gothic Style Storytelling 

The term “Gothic” originates with the ornate architecture created by Germanic tribes 
called the Goths. It was then later expanded to include most of the medieval style of           
architecture. This ornate and intricate style proved to be the ideal backdrop for both the    
physical and the psychological settings in a new literary style, one which concerned itself with 
elaborate tales of mystery, suspense, and superstition. The height of the Gothic period, which 
was closely aligned with Romanticism, is usually considered to have been the years 1764-
1840, but its influence extends to the present day in authors such as V. C. Andrews. 

The plot of Gothic literature novels typically involves people who become involved in 
complex and oftentimes evil paranormal schemes, usually against an innocent and helpless 
heroine. One such example is the young Emily St. Aubert in Anne Radcliffe’s classic Gothic 
novel, The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794). This novel would later become an inspiration for   
parody in Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey (1817). 

The most famous example of pure Gothic fiction is perhaps the first example of the 
genre, Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto (1764). Although rather short, the setting    
certainly fits the description given above, and the combined elements of terror and             
medievalism set a precedent for an entirely new, thrilling genre. In most of these examples, 
one will find certain key elements ascribed to Gothic fiction. Some of the major elements that 
are recognizable throughout the genre include: 

• Atmosphere: In the Gothic novel, the atmosphere 
will be one of mystery, suspense, fear, the mood of 
which is only enhanced by elements of the unknown or 
unexplained. 

• The Paranormal: Oftentimes Gothic fiction will 
contain elements of the supernatural or paranormal, 
such as ghosts and vampires. In some instances, these 
supernatural features are later explained in perfectly 
natural terms, but in other works, they remain          
completely inexplicable. 

• Melodrama: Also called “high emotion,” melodrama is created through highly            
sentimental language and overly emotional characters. The panic, terror and other emotions 
can seem overwrought in order to make the characters and setting seem wild and out of   
control. 

• Omens: Typical of the genre, omens–or portents, visions, etc—often foreshadow events 
to come. They can take many forms, such as dreams. 

• Setting: The setting of a Gothic novel is typically a character in its own right. Gothic    
architecture plays an important role, so the stories are often set in a castle or large manor, 
which is typically abandoned. Other settings may include caves or the wilderness. 

This dynamic creates tension and appeals deeply to the reader's pathos, particularly 
as these heroines tend to be orphaned, abandoned, or somehow severed from the world 
without guardianship. Modern readers and critics have begun to think of “Gothic literature” as 
referring to any story that uses an elaborate setting, combined with supernatural or super-evil 
forces against an innocent protagonist. The contemporary understanding is similar, but has 
widened to include a variety of genres, such as “paranormal” and “horror.” 
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9: The Significance of GLAAD 

 

GLAAD (fthe Gay Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation) recently got the “death panel” 
Treatment when in a piece on The Atlantic web-
site, James Kirchick argued that the organization, 
which was founded to combat negative portrayals 
of gays and lesbians in the mainstream media, 
has outlived its purpose. The culture war is over, 
and therefore "GLAAD has no purpose." At the 
Daily Dish, Andrew Sullivan is careful not to    
proclaim the fight for gay acceptance complete, 
but assails the group for its "pious policing of 
speech" and says society "has moved on so  
swiftly that it has made this kind of organization 
increasingly irrelevant." 

It's true that portrayals of gays and lesbians on national television today are over-
whelmingly positive—Kirchick cites Modern Family and Glee as examples—and that the    
culture does some of the policing itself (since support for gay rights has become widespread, 
it's no longer just gay people taking exception to homophobia). We have celebrities like     
Madonna and Lady Gaga on our side, as well as major political figures. But it's hard to take 
the idea that the culture war is won seriously when over 40 percent think gay relationships are   
immoral. 

It may be tempting to think the fight is over (saying we're there already, I'm also      
convinced, is motivated by the desire to make it so). But to say it's over is to write a huge 
number of people out of the movement. "There are more gay white men on TV, but that isn't 
the only measure of whether we've won the culture war," says Rich Ferraro, GLAAD's vice 
president of communications. "We have a long way to go before the media really represents 
correctly LGBT people of color or trans folks." 

When I spoke with representatives of GLAAD a few days ago, they pointed out that 
their mission is no longer limited to policing the media. "It's evolved since 1985 because our 
culture has evolved," Ferraro said. The organization, its leaders explained, now acts as a 
larger PR machine for LGBT rights, training members of the gay community who've faced  
discrimination to tell their stories and elevating local stories to national attention. Most         
recently, GLAAD worked with lesbian Cub Scout mom Jennifer Tyrrell, who has become the 
face of the fight against discrimination in the Boy Scouts. GLAAD has also begun to work with 
Spanish-language media outlets, where representations of and attitudes toward LGBT folk 
are far behind what they are at, say, Bravo. 

But the dramatic shift in the public’s feelings toward gay rights does raise an existential 
question for organizations like GLAAD, and for the movement: Once gays and lesbians 
achieve legal equality and the most privileged among us can live and work without fear of  
discrimination, are we done? Or, as GLAAD Chief of Staff Dave Montez put it: "Do we want to 
be a movement that is inclusive of our entire diversity—one that includes transgender people 
or people of color—or do we really only want to be a movement that only cares about a few     
issues?"
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The question is particularly relevant when it comes to 
trans folks. Just a decade or two ago, gay and trans people 
were equally despised. We were in the same boat. But now 
the gay rights movement has surged forward, leaving trans 
people in their dust. While GLAAD may have won many a 
battle in the cultural tirade against gay and lesbians, the 
mainstream media has a long way to go before it accurately 
represents trans people, who are more often than not         
portrayed as mentally disturbed deviants. There are currently 
only two regular trans characters on national TV (on Glee 
and Degrassi). While there is little to no data on public       
attitudes toward transgender people—a fact that itself attests 
to trans issues getting the short shrift—trans people are     
disproportionately the victims of anti-LGBT violence; despite 
being a significantly smaller proportion of the LGBT        
community, they account for 20 percent of murders         
committed against LGBT people. 

The National Transgender Survey put out by the Gay and Lesbian Task Force and the 
National Center for Transgender Equality shows transgender people experience employment 
discrimination at alarming rates, which helps explain why unemployment among transgender 
people is almost twice what it is for the general population; transgender people experience 
homelessness and poverty at disproportionate rates as well. 

The change in fortunes has led some gay-rights supporters to stop seeing the fight for 
trans equality as their own. It's the "I got mine!" attitude. In private—in public, they passively 
accept the "T" in LGBT—some of my gay friends will say, "Why should I care about trans  
people?" Setting aside the goal of being one big, happy family, here's why: At a deep         
philosophical level, the ideas that motivate anti-gay and anti-trans prejudice are the same. 
Both are born of discomfort with violating gender norms. 

More immediately relevant for the Ls and Gs in LGBT, we haven't achieved anything 
resembling equality, and our opponents are not going away. Even now, every Sunday the  
major networks regularly play host to anti-gay firebrands like the Family Research Council's 
Tony Perkins, who has said gay people are "vile" and has compared them to terrorists; Bryan 
Fischer, who has called for an underground railroad to deliver children from same-sex house-
holds; and Candi Cushman, Focus on the Family's education analyst, who regularly describes 
gay people as "broken." 

Every week, GLAAD receives piles of incident reports about local instances of          
discrimination against LGBT people, both in the media and off camera. One recent example 
includes the story of Dominic Sheahan-Stahl, who was disinvited as a graduation speaker at a 
Catholic high school in Michigan because he is gay. With the help of GLAAD, this local scrap 
became a national story; while the school didn't back down, Sheahan-Stahl held a widely    
attended, separate graduation ceremony. As long as there are stories like this to tell, we need 
GLAAD. 

But as the continued existence of the Anti-Defamation League, which acts as a watch-
dog for anti-semitism, attests, the battle for LGBT equality will never fully be over. If, as social 
psychology seems to show, prejudice is built into our biology—a maladaptation of the drive to 
create like-minded groups working toward the same goals—we will always need gay-rights 
organizations and spokespeople to keep it in check. 
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10. National Coming Out Day 

 

National Coming Out 
Day (NCOD) was founded on 
October 11, 1988 by Robert 
Eichsberg and Jean O’Leary 
marking the anniversary of the 
1987 March on Washington 
for Lesbian and Gay Rights. 
Since then, on or near every 
October 11, thousands of gay, 
lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender people and allies 
celebrate NCOD; with work-
shops, speak-outs, rallies and 
other kinds of events all aimed at showing the public that LGBT people are everywhere. 

Eichberg, who died in 1995 of complications from AIDS, said, in a 1992 interview, 
“Most people think they don’t know anyone gay or lesbian, and in fact everybody does. It is 
imperative that we come out and let people know who we are and disabuse them of their 
fears and stereotypes. And that is the point of National Coming Out Day – to let people see 
us, who we are, people they already like, know, and respect – who happen to be gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, or transgender. That is our strongest tool in the movement toward full human rights.” 

National Coming Out Day has taken on a life of its own. In some 
towns and campuses people will all wear jeans to show solidarity 
(which offers its own amusement for the folks who didn’t know 
what statement others would think they were making when they 
selected that day’s wardrobe). Like all good events, sub-themes 
develop annually. “Coming Out in the Workplace” and “Coming 
Out at School” are but two examples from years past. 

Despite many of the LGBT civil rights gains in the past few years– 
notably the Supreme Court’s decision to legalize same-sex      
marriage nationwide–coming out still matters. Why’s that? When 
our parents, friends and co-workers come to know someone who 
is LGBT, that personal contact leads to greater understanding of 
the issues and challenges faced by gay and trans people, as well 
as support of equality under the law. To talk more about National 
Coming Out Day and what it means this year, Sarah Kate Ellis, 
CEO and President of GLAAD with a successful marriage and two 

children, answered some questions: 

With same-sex marriage legal in the U.S., does it still make sense to have a National 
Coming Out Day? Absolutely! National Coming Out Day is an important occasion, during 
which people are encouraged to be their true selves and live the lives they love. There are 
still plenty of places all over the world where people don’t feel like they can come out, or 
where coming out can even put them in harm’s way, and National Coming Out Day helps 
build visibility, which leads to increased understanding and accelerates acceptance of LGBT 
people everywhere. 
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Many readers are aware of the          
successes of the LGBT movement in the past 
several years, but where do you think we still 
fall short in terms of equality and acceptance? 
LGBT Americans still lack basic legal protections 
in a variety of places like the workplace, housing 
and access to goods and services. As GLAAD’s 
Accelerating Acceptance report showed, there 
are also still a startling number of Americans who 
are uncomfortable with LGBT people–as much as 
61% of them in some regions of the country. The 
LGBT community also experiences high levels of 
violence–especially targeting transgender women 
of color, clearly showing that we aren’t there yet in terms of legal equality and acceptance. 

 

What’s it like for young people coming out today? With better representation in 
the media, more visible role models and more legal equality than in the past, coming out   
today is typically better than it ever has been, but there is still much more work to be done. 
LGBT youth experience bullying at a much higher rate than their peers, which is why days-of
-action like National Coming Out Day and Spirit Day, which celebrate messages of           
empowerment and acceptance of young LGBT people, are so important. 

 

And what about for transgender men and women? What’s important for us to 
know? For transgender people, the initial process of self-discovery—of figuring out why you 
feel different from your peers—is similar to the coming out process for lesbian, gay and bi-
sexual people. However after coming out to yourself, the two experiences diverge in         
significant ways. If a trans person wants to medically transition to bring their physical         
appearance into alignment with their internal gender identity, they have to be able to access 
the health care system, which can be extremely challenging. Transgender people may also 
need to change all of their identity documents to match their new name and gender, which is 
similarly a long and arduous process. 

Telling others that you are gay, lesbian or bisexual is typically a freeing experience. 
Coming out of the closet about one’s sexual orientation is generally good for a person’s 
mental health because it allows them to be their true self. However, once a transgender    
person has transitioned and is living as his or her authentic self, disclosing information about 
one’s birth sex can be disempowering. If a transgender person chooses to not disclose their 
medical history to others, that doesn’t mean they are “living in the closet” or “ashamed of  
being trans.” 

 

Look ahead one year. How do you hope things will look for those coming out 
then? GLAAD has spent the last 30 years working to elevate the visibility of the LGBT    
community and build understanding and acceptance. It is my sincere hope that for National 
Coming Out Day next year, LGBT people will have an even more accepting and welcoming 
environment that allows them to simply be who they are. 
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TIMELINE OF LGBT PROTAGONISTS                    

IN THE MAINSTREAM 

 

1934 - Karen Wright and Martha Dobie - The 
Children’s Hour —written by Lillian Hellman —
was under consideration for a  Pulitzer Prize for 
Drama, but one of the judges refused to view it 
because of the  lesbian relationship. 

1956 - David & Giovanni in Giovanni’s Room, a 
novel written by James Baldwin.  Noteworthy 
for bringing complex representation of homo-
sexuality and bisexuality to a reading public 
with      empathy and artistry, thereby fostering 
a    broader public discourse of issues regard-
ing same-sex desire  

1971 - Maurice Hall in Maurice, written by 
E.M. Forster. It was published post- 
humously as Forster believed public and   
legal attitudes to same-sex love would 
make it unpublishable.  

1973 - Dr Frank-N-Furter in the film The Rocky 
Horror Show, an apparent mad scientist who is       
actually an alien transvestite who creates a  
living muscle man in his laboratory.   

1977- Jodie Dallas in Soap was played by 
Billy Crystal. Jodie was one of the first 
openly gay characters on TV. However, 
this role was seen as rather stereotypical 
by gay rights organizations.  

1978 - Renato & Albin in La Cage aux  
Folles, which was a  Franco-
Italian comedy film. An adaptation of Jean 
Poiret's 1973 play of the same name. 

1982 - Arnold Beckoff in the three one-act play 
series Torch Song Trilogy, written by Harvey 
Fierstein. This one a Tony Award for Best Play. 

1982 - Chris Cahill played by Meredith 
Hemingway in Personal Best. The film was 
praised for its realistic look at the world of 
women's athletics and its sensitive portray-
al of the relationship between an older    
lesbian and a younger bisexual woman.

1982 - Zack Elliot in Making Love, which was 
one of the first mainstream Hollywood films to 
portray homosexual relationships in a positive 
light. 
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1991 - Prior Walter in the two-part play 
Angels in America, written by Tony  
Kushner. This Pulitzer Prize winning play 
is a complex, often metaphorical,         
examination of AIDS and homosexuality 
in America in the 1980s.  

1994 - Ellen Morgan in Ellen. Ellen Degeneres 
used her show to come out both on and off 
screen in “The Puppy Episode” which aired in 
April 1997. Her brave face became the poster 
child of GAY for decade. 

1994 - Pauline Parker and Juliet Hulme 
in Heavenly Creatures, a New Zealand 
Film  starring Melanie Lynskey and Kate 
Winslet . 

1996 - Maureen Johnson and Joanne Jeffer-
son in the musical Rent by Johnathan Larson 
which earned multiple Tony awards that year. 

1998 - Hedwig from Hedwig and the Angry 
Inch, a rock musical about a fictional rock and 
roll band fronted by a transgender East Ger-
man singer,  

1997 - Willow Rosenberg in Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer. Willow and her girlfriend 
Tara were one of the first lesbian couples 
on television, giving Buffy a large lesbian 
fan following. 

1999 - Megan Bloomfield in But I’m a Cheer-
leader. Director Jamie Babbit fought with the 
MPAA, who wanted to give the film an NC-17 
rating on the film because of the lesbian    
content. After removing a few scenes, the   
rating shifted to R.  

2005 - Ennis Del Mar & Jack Twist in the 
film Brokeback Mountain which depicts 
the complex emotional and sexual       
relationship between two men in the      
American West from 1963 to 1983. 

2006 - Alison Bechdel as the protagonist 
in the graphic novel she created: Fun 
Home: A Family Tragicomic. 

2013 - Piper Chapman from the Netflix 
TV series Orange is the New Black  

2015 - Carol Aird in Carol. Set in New 
York during the 50s, this film tells the  
story of a forbidden affair between an  
aspiring female photographer and an  
older woman going through a difficult  
Divorce—played by Cate Blanchett..  
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT QUESTIONS 

 
 
1. A central theme in Fun Home is parent-child relationships. How did you connect 
 to this issue on a personal level? 
 
 
2.   Going to Oberlin College was a turning point in Alison’s life, giving her a chance 
 to explore her identity. What is a time in your life when you made discoveries 
 about your own identity? 
 
 
3.   The storyline of Fun Home jumps between 43-year-old Alison and the memories 
 of two younger versions of herself. What is a touchtone moment from your past 
 that you often look back on? 

 

 

4. Alison struggles to remember things as they really were, without being clouded  

 by other influences — her past is not always clear. Is there a memory that you      

 remember differently than another member of your family? 

 
 
5. While Alison and Bruce had many differences, they connected over literature. 

What is a common interest that you have that has connected you to a family      
member? 

 
 
      6. What is a piece of literature that has made an impact on your life? 
 

 


